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Semlliole &-Cig I Frequently Asked Questions - Seminole &-Cig I 

http://www semlliolecig com/faq[7/20/1 5, 2:56 57 PM] 

FAQ OVERVIEW 

Questions 
Seminole FAQ 
Are electronic cigarettes and cigars banned by the FDA? 

Can I Save Money Using Seminole Unconquered? 

Can I use my electronic cigarette anywhere I want to? 

Can I use my electronic cigarettes on an airliner? 

Do Electronic Cigarettes and Cigars have nicotine in it? 

Do Electronic Cigarettes help you stop smoking? 

Does nicotine cause cancer? 

How do I know when my Electronic Cigarette or Cigar is out of nicotine I fluid? 

How Do I Select a Nicotine Level I'm Comfortable With? 

How does an Electronic Cigarette work? 

How Long Does a Disposable Electronic Cigarette or Cigar Last? 

Is propylene glycol safe to inhale? 

Is the vapor dangerous for people around me like second hand smoke? 

Isn't propylene glycol the same stuff that's in my car's anti-freeze? 

It says on my Seminole box "this product is not FDA approved"_ What does that mean? 

I'm using my Seminole Electronic Cigarettes more than my old cigarettes. Isn't that bad for me? 

The taste is slightly sweeter than a traditional cigarette. Why is this? 

What ingredients are in an electronic cigarette or cigar? 

What is an Electronic Cigarette? 

What is propylene glycol? (PG) 

What is that smoke coming from my Seminole Unconquered Electronic Cigarette? 

Answers 

Are electronic cigarettes and cigars banned by the FDA? 

No. Electronic Ciagarettes and Cigars are legal in all 50 states and the District of Columbia 

as well as most countries internationally! For a synopsis of Electronic Cigarette related 

legal information internationally, please refer to theWikipedia entry on Electronic 

Cigarettes. 

Can I Save Money Using Seminole Unconquered? 

Absolutely! Most of the money spent on cigarettes today goes towards taxes and they can 
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